Abstract—With the development of online information resource, open data sources are becoming an important channel for domain knowledge acquisition. To establish a comprehensive knowledge base of TCM, this paper chooses Baidu Encyclopedia as data source by comparing the data and web structure of the main open TCM related data sources on the Internet. Combining web crawler and pattern matching, this paper studied the related technologies of acquiring TCM knowledge based on open data source and implemented an efficient automatic extension of TCM attributes and attribute values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of online information resource and Internet technology, the Internet gathers data, information and knowledge from all walks of life. How to obtain effective knowledge for specific domain services from open data sources is a hot research topic in recent years.

From now on, the extraction of entity attributes abroad is extensive. Poesio et al [1] used syntactic patterns to extract candidate conceptual attributes from Web, after that, a directed two meta classifier is used to identify attributes by classifying attribute discrimination as a classification problem; Yoshinaga et al [2] proposed an unsupervised method for extracting attributes and attribute values from HTM documents. Those two methods that mentioned above are only suitable for semi-structured or structured documents, and the portability is poor.

In term of Chinese information acquisition, XianYi Cheng and Qian Zhu [3] obtain seed relationship from the information box in Wikipedia Chinese, find strong counterexamples by linear classifier, then train the classifier to find more counterexamples. The semi supervised learning is used to obtain the relation candidate instances, and then the clustering is used to determine the relation categories; JianYi Guo and Zhen Li et al [4] use domain text as the data source, and propose a collaborative classifier to solve the extraction of domain concepts, attributes and attribute values, and to predict the corresponding relationship between the three; Wang et al[5] get concepts, concepts, hierarchies, and conceptual attributes from the Interactive Encyclopedia and the Baidu Encyclopedia's classification system and semi-structured information box.

In order to make full use of the rich knowledge in the field of TCM on the Internet, promote the electronic and automation process of TCM and establish a knowledge base of TCM Ontology, this paper takes the names of TCM as an example, selects suitable open data sources and efficient knowledge acquisition technology to obtain and supplement the 27 attributes and attribute values of TCM.

II. ACQUISITION OF ATTRIBUTES AND ATTRIBUTE VALUES OF TCM

A. The Selection of Open Data Sources

According to the definition of Open Knowledge Foundation of the UK [6], openness requires the following 3 basic elements:

- Non-discrimination: If the data is open, it is open to everyone.
- Machine-readability: If the data is open, it should be machine-readable. (e.g. the table data should be in .csv instead of in .pdf)
- Open license: If the data is open, the license should make sure that the user have rights of access, obtain, use, addition, deduction, copy, dissemination freely.

Meanwhile, the selection of open data source should pay attention to the normalization of web pages, the rationality and the comprehensiveness of Web Information. In other words, the selection of optimal open data sources mainly includes document specification, structure specification, naming specification, layout specification and content specification [7].

First of all, this paper compared the most famous five open data sources for the comprehensiveness of Web Information on TCM by searching the 1000 kinds of TCM that randomly selecting from 11115 kinds of them in Baidu Encyclopedia, Chinese Pharmacopoeia, TCM Encyclopedia, Interactive Encyclopedia and 360 Encyclopedia individually. The hit rate of searching traditional TCM in these five data sources is shown in Figure 1. Apparently, Baidu Encyclopedia has more TCM information than the other four open data sources.
FIGURE I. COMPARISON OF THE HIT RATE OF SEARCHING THE SAME TCM IN FIVE DIFFERENT DATA SOURCES.

It can be shown in Figure 2 that there is an information box in the Baidu Encyclopedia page of Leaves. This is the semi-structured data which contains a large number of attribute relationships. For example, "Chinese scientific name", "alternative name" and "boundary" are the attributes of "Leaves", meanwhile, "Leaves", "Leaves or Artemisia Argyi," and "Ai", "plant kingdom" are the corresponding attribute values.

Obviously, the information box of Baidu encyclopedia is an important source of access to the attributes and attribute values of traditional TCM.

FIGURE II. THE INFORMATION BOX OF "LEAVES"

However, the content of Baidu Encyclopedia is mainly based on unstructured text data. So, it’s very important to achieve the extraction of attributes and attribute values of TCM from unstructured text. For example, Figure 3 shows the Part of the text in Baidu Encyclopedia page about “Leaves”.

FIGURE III. PART OF THE TEXT IN BAIDU ENCYCLOPEDIA PAGE ABOUT “LEAVES”

Apparently, “properties and taste” and “channel tropism” are the attributes of “Leaves”, meanwhile, “xin, bitter, warm” and “channel tropism of liver, spleen and kidney” are the corresponding attribute values.

According to comparing the content in information box and text, it comes to conclusion that:

- Most of the pages about TCM in Baidu Encyclopedia have information boxes that contains attributes and attribute values.
- Different TCM has different kinds of attributes in their information boxes. So it’s hard to unified data.
- Because of the lack of uniform standards, the information boxes and texts of pages about TCM in Baidu Encyclopedia that written by different users have different problems about text structure and content.

To solve those problems that mentioned above, different schemes are adopted to obtain the attributes and attribute values of TCM from Baidu Encyclopedia information boxes and texts.

B. Web Crawler Driven by TCM Names

Web Crawler is the kind of program that automatically crawling information on the Internet according to certain rules [8]. This paper makes full use of 11115 kinds of existing TCM that have not stored their attributes and attribute values and proposes a kind of web crawler that driven by TCM names. The program automatically searches those 11115 kinds of existing TCM in Baidu Encyclopedia and saves the pages about them. Then, it parses those pages’ content in different ways, according to the differences of data structure. This process can be shown in Figure 4:

FIGURE IV. FLOW CHART OF WEB CRAWLER THAT DRIVEN BY TCM NAMES

C. Analysis of Baidu Encyclopedia Data Source

To locating important attributes and attribute values in the page of TCM, this paper needs to analyze the page of data source. Normally, the web page should be parsed into syntax tree by parser before extraction, then the extraction of text is transformed into the operation of syntax tree to extract
information by formulating some extraction rules. This process can be shown in Figure 5:

![Flow Chart of Information Extraction Based on Structural Features of Web Pages](image)

In order to filter out irrelevant content in HTML text, this paper needs to analyze the web page. If the structure of this web page is simple, regular expression can be directly used to match what is required. However, if it’s too complicated, as it is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 8:

![Partial Information Box in the Web Page About Leaves](image)

![Information Box Corresponding the Partial HTML Source Code](image)

To solve the problem that mentioned above, first, XPath is used to locate the HTML tag nodes that need to extract the content, and then the content is extracted directly, or the regular expression is used to extract the content accurately.

D. Obtaining Attributes and Attribute Values of TCM Based on XPath

1) The concept of XPath: XPath locates the specified node from the document node tree, thus obtaining nodes, atomic values, node sets, and so on in the form of an expression language.

2) Path expression for XPath: There are two kinds of the path expression for XPath: stepping expression and relative path expression “/”. There are three kinds of the stepping expressions: axis stepping expression, node test stepping expression and predicate stepping expression. For example, Figure 8 shows the HTML source code about the effect of Leaves:

```html
//h2[@class='title-text'][contains(text(),'effect')]
```

In this way, the “effect” text is located. In other words, it’s the attribute values of “effect”. The results can be shown in Figure 9:

![Partial Attributes and Attribute Values of Leaves](image)

E. Obtaining Attributes and Attribute Values of TCM Based on Pattern Matching

Considering that not all of the HTML pages about TCM satisfy the XPath path expressions above. For example, the “nature and flavour” of some TCM may appear only in unstructured text.

The “properties and taste” is shown in table I and table II. Meanwhile, there are some modifiers that can modify the “nature and flavour”, such as “slightly” or “very”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I.</th>
<th>TCM NATURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>Hot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II.</th>
<th>TCM FLAVOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweet</td>
<td>Sour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The word “nature and flavour” is used as an indicator to solve this problem. This paper sets a length range, and thinks that the corresponding attribute values definitely will show up following the words “nature and flavour” within a certain range.
The entire process of information extraction can be shown in Figure 10:

![Extraction Flow Chart of Attribute and Attribute Value of TCM](image)

**FIGURE X.** EXTRACTION FLOW CHART OF ATTRIBUTE AND ATTRIBUTE VALUE OF TCM.

1) **Formulate the regular expression** [9] **to obtain the TCM property**

```
nature\s*flavour\s\S{0,10}?((slightly very)\swarm hot cold cool mild])
```

The regular expression above means that the word “nature and flavour” itself or within 10 characters after the word “nature and flavour” matches several qualifying words describing the TCM property.

2) **Formulate the regular expression to obtain the TCM taste**

```
nature\s*flavour\s\S{0,10}?(slightly\sw?sweet)
```

In this way, this paper can avoid the fact that it’s impossible to use a uniform XPath to locate the desired location in pages that with different structure. Meanwhile, it makes matching and extracting the information scattered in the text of the web page much easier than before.

**F. The Result of Experiment and Evaluation**

The Recall and Precision [10] are used to evaluate information extraction results. Assume that X represents all extraction results, and Y represents all possible extraction results, and Z is the intersection of X and Y which means the result of correct extraction. It can be shown in Figure 11:

![Logical Relation of Extraction](image)

**FIGURE XI.** LOGICAL RELATION OF EXTRACTION.

So that the Recall \( R = \frac{|Z|}{|Y|} \), the Precision \( P = \frac{|Z|}{|X|} \). Recall describes the degree of understanding of the information extraction, while Precision describes the accuracy of information extraction.

The evaluations include the \( F \) value [11] that combines recall \( R \) and precision \( P \). The formula is:

\[
F = \frac{2}{\frac{1}{R} + \frac{1}{P}}
\]

The formula shows that \( F \) only increases with the increase of both of the recall \( R \) and precision \( P \). When \( R \) and \( P \) decrease or the difference is too large between them, \( F \) will decrease. Therefore, \( F \) can reflect the comprehensive effect of \( R \) and \( P \).

In this experiment, \( F \) is used to evaluate the performance of the crawler program. This paper takes 1000 TCM that randomly selecting from 11115 kinds of them as samples to test the crawler program by comparing the attribute value supplement of each TCM in 27 attribute values we predefined. The results show that the \( F \) value of each drug was maintained above 0.8.

It can be concluded that the information in the field of TCM that based on open data source extraction can basically meet the general needs and ensure the accuracy and timeliness of information. Part of the result can be shown in Figure 12 and 13:

![Extraction Results of Attributes and Attribute Values of TCM (1)](image)

**FIGURE XII.** EXTRACTION RESULTS OF ATTRIBUTES AND ATTRIBUTE VALUES OF TCM (1)

![Extraction Results of Attributes and Attribute Values of TCM (2)](image)

**FIGURE XIII.** EXTRACTION RESULTS OF ATTRIBUTES AND ATTRIBUTE VALUES OF TCM (2)

**III. SUMMARY AND PROSPECT**

Although this paper solves the problem of extracting the attributes and attribute values of traditional TCM from the open data source, the crawler is still based on automatically inputting the existing traditional TCM names. With the development of NLP, it hopes that the crawler can extract more comprehensive information about traditional TCM through self-learning with only a few seed words.
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